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***A PHANTOM WARRIORS BOOK***Known for his savagery, Pit Fighter Chrysus doesn't believe

he's fit for human company. There's not a gentle bone in his body. But when King Hades gives an

orderÃ¢â‚¬â€œevery Phantom Warrior listens.Feeling caged on Earth, Chrysus needs a distraction

to pass the time until he can return home. He finds it in a small fight club, when he meets ex-Muay

Thai champ, Stevie Cash. Stevie is unlike any woman he's ever known. The fact that she's able to

drop him to the mat within minutes of meeting her only makes Chrysus want her more. Who knew

being caged could be so much fun?Being considered 'one of the guys' has its advantages,

especially when you run a fight club. Stevie Cash doesn't have time for emotional entanglements.

She's too busy dodging attempts on her life and struggling to keep her father's gym afloat. The

scarred warrior with a bad attitude just won't take a hint. Chrysus seems determined to worm his

way into her life, into her heart. The closer he gets, the harder he is to resist. But when the truth

comes out...only one fighter will be left standing.Jordan Summers is a New York published author

who has thirty-two books to her credit. She's sold over 155,000 ebooks and is a member of the

Horror Writer's Assoc., Novelist Inc., and the International Thriller Writers. For more info about her

work, go to: www.jordansummers.com
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The story was amazingly with turns and twists that u would not see even if I told u. An alien warrior

looking for a mate. Finds one in a very unusual spot, a fighters gym

I loved it, the dark lord was my favorite in this series so when I saw that Jordan was continuing this

series with the Pit Fighters I downloaded it as soon as it was available. I was not disappointed what

a great read. it was nice to hear about the dark lord again. Stevie & Chrysus story is hot and you will

be please hurry and send me the next warriors story. Thanks Jordan another great one.

I am so glad that the phantom warrior series is continuing. I so loved this book and look forward to

the next.

Even though this book is a short story it's very enjoyable the pit fighting was great. This story makes

you feel that you were there I actually got involved in the story that I couldn't put it down, can't wait

for the next book. Have fun reading.

I didn't think that Jordan Summers was going to continue the phantom warriors but I'm glad she did.

I give it 5 out of 5.

Loved this book. The series is amazing. Waiting impatiently for more.......hopefully not for much

longer.....fantastic is the only word I can think of to show how much I enjoy these books.....

This was much better than I expected. The story had more depth the I expected and the interactions

between characters was much improved. It ended differently than most of the series.

A quick read but a good story with a otherworld warrior and a tough human women. He isn't the only

fighter she is to. To claim his mate he has to fight for her. So enjoy the read ! !
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